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Introduction
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Introduction – Motivation 
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Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID)



Introduction – P&ID components

A. locally mounted instrument (LMI) sensor for in-field readings

B. electrical signal between instruments

C. sensor (or tag) represented in a database 

D. process line

E. equipment (such as a vessel, or pump) 
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Methodology
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Methodology – Diagram Digitization Pipeline

Diagram Digitization Pipeline

Input: P&ID image

Output: asset hierarchy table



Symbol Detection – Labeling Tag and LMI Symbols
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Examples of manually labelled tag, LMI, and not symbol crops
from the 18 training diagrams

Symbol detection training 
dataset contains:

18 diagrams

308 tag crops

687 LMI crops

1800 not symbol crops



Symbol Detection – Labeling Equipment Symbols
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Manually labelled equipment symbols



Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with a LeNet architecture trained to classify image crops as tags, LMIs, or not symbols.

Symbol Detection – Convolutional Neural Network
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Symbol Detection – Applying the Trained CNN
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A sliding window is passed over the diagram image and crops are processed through the CNN



Symbol Detection – Results
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Tag and LMI symbols detected by the CNN (red) and manually-labelled symbols (green)



Text Recognition and Association
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Text is detected (shown in blue) using a pre-trained EAST network, interpreted using Tesseract OCR, 
and associated with symbols based on proximity.



Connection detection is the problem of determining which symbols are connected to each other via solid or dashed lines.

Connection Detection – The Problem
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Solid lines are physical process lines 
(e.g. a pipe)

Dashed lines indicate an electrical signal



First, the diagram image is 
represented as a graph:
• Nodes represent pixels in the image; 

they are colored/blank based on 
thersholded pixel intensity.

• Edges exist between all adjacent 
colored nodes.

A depth-first search (DFS) is initiated 
from each symbol and traverses the 
diagram graph through its black nodes 
(the lines) to discover first-degree 
connected symbols.

Connection Detection – Graph Search
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First, the diagram image is 
represented as a graph:
• Nodes represent pixels in the image; 

they are colored/blank based on 
thersholded pixel intensity.

• Edges exist between all adjacent 
colored nodes.

A depth-first search (DFS) is initiated 
from each symbol and traverses the 
diagram graph through its black nodes 
(the lines) to discover first-degree 
connected symbols.

Dashed lines are challenging as the 
DFS cannot traverse through them.    
We use the Probabilistic Hough 
Transform to detect dashed lines and 
solidify them before doing DFS.

Connection Detection – Graph Search
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Connection Detection – Results
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Connections detected between a source symbol (red) and connected symbols (green) 
by the DFS as it traversed through lines in the diagram (blue)



Asset Hierarchy Table
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Information extracted from the diagram is structured in an asset hierarchy table



Results
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Symbol Detection Results – Precision and Recall
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A separate held-out test set contained:

11 diagrams

144 tag crops

420 LMI crops

1100 not symbol crops



Symbol Detection Results – Predictions vs. Ground Truth
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A comparison between symbols detected by the pipeline (red) and manually-labelled ground truth symbols (green)



Conclusions
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The diagram digitization pipeline enables applications such as diagram search and equipment-to-sensor mapping, and
supports the creation of a facility-wide digital twin. 

Conclusion
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